Ludhiana: Vibrant hues and gold accents make this CA’s office a cut above the rest

Chandeliers, Alexa-powered room controls and black-and-gold theme are just some of the unique features of this office designed by Jimmy Mistry of Della

When you think of a chartered accounting firm’s office, you imagine drab interiors, thick books lining the shelves and a muted space with nothing to write home about, architecturally speaking. Jimmy Mistry, the chairman and managing director of Della, changed this idea completely when he designed the office of Ashwani and Associates in Ludhiana. From chandeliers to striking red chairs and a vibrant lounge, this tech-savvy office looks anything but boring.

Ludhiana Office, Della: Client’s Brief

The client, Ashwani Kumar’s brief for the office was to have a contemporary, technologically-advanced space with modern amenities for his firm. But, Mistry decided to incorporate the identity of the partners in the design as well. “Our aim was to move away from the mundane perception of a chartered accounting firm and give it a new soul. The colours and vibrancy in the project is the result of this thought,” he says.
Spanning 15,000 square feet, this three-storied tax and auditing firm for two generations is distinctly designed to reflect their individual personalities while creating a funruristic workplace. All products used in this project, ranging from furniture, sanitary ware, lights, marble to even rugs are sourced from Della’s in-house brand Della by Jimmy Misra.

Ludhiana Office, Della: Contemporary Design

The reception is furnished with marble flooring, elegant furniture and chandeliers. To compose a contemporary lounge area, a striking orange sofa, eccentric yellow lounge chairs, and accent tables, have been reposed. The black-and-white lunch room with minimalist furniture effortlessly finishes the ground level.

A level up, a library with white display units and vibrant red chairs continues the new-age appeal even outside the executive cabin. This space is accented with a linear chandelier, a stunning red swivel chair, overlooking the vertical garden and a resplendent console with a jaguar sculpture creating an unconventional yet luxurious office.
Ludhiana Office, Della: High-Tech Features

The cabin is furnished with Della by Jimmy Mistry’s Senior Management Cabin Collection that has a high-gloss executive desk with features like wireless iPhone charging and in-built USB charging. The seats resting on a wooden base are clad with veneer to match the desk. The cabin has been equipped with a meeting area for four, a stylish coat hanger and a sophisticated TV panel, all under the incandescent glow of an origami bird-shaped lighting.

The manager cabins are integrated with Alexa providing voice interaction, automating the complete experience that controls the blinds, lights, air-conditioning, TV, door locking and an electric fireplace. They also include sophisticated desks with automation and high-back leather ergonomic chairs. There are ample indoor plants around the three-way workstation tables.

Ludhiana Office: Glam Factor

The executive lounge comprising a tufted sofa with a marble accent, marble top tables, plush leather chairs and ethereal decor, has a view of the vertical garden in the atrium that brings in the natural light.

Illuminated by a magnificent chandelier, the boardroom is anchored with a fourteen-seater, high-gloss table and chairs with leather seats and golden base. A transitional lounge space outfitted with a palatial library and tufted seating has been created within the boardroom as a venue for client and investor meets.
Promoted on the second floor, the senior management cabin with state-of-the-art automation comprises a desk, a complementing credenza that accommodates a fingerprint safe and a meeting area for guests with ergonomic chairs, all of which have elements of gold.

Ludhiana Office, Delta: Bold and Gold

The quilted high-back executive chair has a plush leather seat resting on a golden base adhering to the regal gold theme of this cabin. Unlike the customary office, this cabin is adorned with flower chandeliers and black accent chairs overlooking an electric fireplace embedded in the display unit showcasing a black-and-gold theme. Being a place of business for chartered accountants, remarkably designed libraries have been incorporated on every floor.

When asked how he would describe this space, Misty says, “An elegant, futuristic office, every zone in this space boasts of a remarkable, sophisticated design. It is a bold vision of the ultra-modern workplace utopia.”